CYBERSECURITY STAFF AUGMENTATION

OUR EXPERIENCE, YOUR WAY
If you have more cybersecurity projects than resources to complete them, or need security personnel
with highly specialized skills on a project basis, you’re not alone. Adding a temporary employee with the
right experience and the right qualiﬁcations has never been easier. With seasoned practitioners in every
cybersecurity discipline, Avertium can help you finish your next project strong.

SCALABILITY, FLEXIBILITY, RELIABILITY
Regardless of projects that span weeks or months, Avertium has the depth of bench to embed personnel
at your designated location(s) for one or multiple concurrent projects. In support of the success of your
resource and project goals, oversight is provided by senior Avertium consultants.
With this added rigor and our professional services capabilities, you have the flexibility of outsourcing
parts or entire projects without the loss of momentum that comes from having to onboard multiple firms.

FUNCTIONAL ROLES IN DEMAND
vCISO

Compliance Specialist

Pen Tester

Security Architect

Risk Assessor

Security Engineer

Vulnerability Assessor

Security Analyst

SHOW NO WEAKNESS

®

Threat Hunting
Specialist
Digital Forensics
Specialist

Avertium Staff Augmentation Service Brief

“

“

WHENEVER I WOULD PRESENT TO THE BOARD, I WOULD SAY, “[AVERTIUM] IS A BOUTIQUE FIRM THAT FOCUSES
ON INFORMATION SECURITY. IT WAS ALWAYS AN EXTREMELY EASY INTERNAL SELL...BECAUSE OF HOW HIGH
STAKES AND HOW SPECIFIC THEIR PARTICULAR SKILLS ARE...
- Avertium Customer

THE AVERTIUM ADVANTAGE
MORE RIGOR - From field-tested employees across the cybersecurity continuum, plus the depth ofbench to
support concurrent projects.

MORE RELEVANCE - From professionals who proactively map project requirements to best practices.
MORE RESPONSIVENESS - From professionals who make it their business to know your business and afirm that can
take on projects you want to outsource.

COMMON APPLICATIONS
•

Rapidly enhance the maturity of your security
program with skilled personnel without long
term commitments

•

Improve efficiencies in onboarding new
capabilities

•

Quickly remediate audit findings

•

Improved compliance with regulatory
frameworks and state laws

ABOUT AVERTIUM
Avertium brings enterprise-level security to mid-sized and larger organizations challenged by the cybersecurity talent
shortage, rapidly evolving threat landscape and budgetary constraints. The company’s acclaimed show-no-weakness approach
to extended detection and response (XDR), governance and compliance, and strategic advisory services is redefining the
managed security services category. From financial services and manufacturing, to technology and healthcare, more than
2,500 companies rely on Avertium’s more rigorous, more relevant, and more responsive delivery of cybersecurity services.
Backed by growth equity firm Sunstone Partners, Avertium operates CyberOps Centers of Excellence in Arizona, Colorado,
and Tennessee. Avertium. Show No Weakness.®
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